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The Golfer’s Journal 

 

Normally we review books, but this month we make an exception for a new discovery that left us 

impressed. The Golfer’s Journal launched in 2017 with a different concept, which is the antithesis 

of mainstream golf publications (read: magazines). It’s tag line is “Golf in its purest form.” Their 

idea was to focus on two no brainer areas for fans of serious golf content: good writing and dazzling 

photography, with an emphasis on both design and substance. Sounds simple, yet the legacy golf 

publications have lost their way and are succumbing to a declining business model that favors the 

internet and social media over printed publications. 

This has created a classic chick and egg conundrum: is readership declining because of a broader 

trend of consumers moving away from something they can hold to everything digital? Maybe. On 

the other hand, the more you dumb down your content to be Instagram friendly, and create short 

articles lacking calories but designed for “likes,” the more it becomes a self-defeating proposition. 

As a result, traditional publications have become overwhelmed with continuous and annoying 

advertisements and content focused on the celebrity.  

 

The Golfer’s Journal has earned a place along the author’s golf book collection 

Every problem creates an opportunity, thus the birth of The Golfer’s Journal. I thought about 

picking my favorite business cliché to describe what they’ve done. Let’s see, “think outside the 

box,” “be agile,” “disruptive,” . . . Then I decided I hate business clichés so let’s skip that. They 

created a quality publication that is subscription—and not advertiser—driven. The result is 

refreshing. Their quarterly publication has far more content than advertisements. And, bless the 



heavens, there are no equipment reviews and no instructional tips (do people really use them to try 

to change their swing? I can’t imagine). 

Their journal has a curated, artistic vibe to it and the main feeling you have after reading each issue 

is satisfaction. This comes both from the excellence of their photography, which makes up a 

substantial part of the content, and from the quality of the writing, which is also very high. Printed 

on thick paper, each issue runs a substantial 130 pages. One of the finest writers in the game today 

is a regular contributor to The Golfer’s Journal: Tom Coyne, author of A Course Called Scotland 

and A Course Called Ireland.  

What made Herbert Warren Wind’s work such a joy to read in The New Yorker was that he wasn’t 

limited to 250 words. The Golfer’s Journal is reviving the art of the long form essay, which is a 

good thing and allows them to delve into stories in more depth. Their articles run the gamut of 

interests including travel, history, lesser known amateurs, courses, and quirky looks into aspects 

of the game uncovered by the larger golf media. I especially liked an inciteful article written by 

David McLay Kidd, delving into his thoughts on the 16th hole at Bandon Dunes and another 

highlighting Arnold Palmer’s Masters caddie in the 1950s and 1960s, “Iron Man.” An in-depth 

article about Alistair Johnston’s private golf library is also indicative of the type of work they do. 

In addition to revealing looks back at golf history, the journal also has a hip element to it. It 

provides a way to learn what websites and podcasts from places like No Laying Up and the Fried 

Egg do, and why they are attractive to a newer generation of golf fans. I especially like a feature 

of each issue called ‘Yardage Book,’ where they dedicate a half dozen pages to one iconic golf 

hole, explaining it in detail. I don’t want to mislead; the publication is not without advertisements 

entirely. Although their business model is subscription driven, they do have a limited number of 

high quality advertisers that are thoughtfully placed in the journal. Think of it like a PBS television 

station vs. a broadcast TV channel. The massive benefit of this is that you won’t see pitches for 

E.D. drugs or mind-numbing sports gambling apps. 

I would recommend a subscription, as each edition is something to be savored. When it arrives in 

the mail my suggestion is to put your phone in airplane mode and send the spouse out for errands; 

brew a fresh pot of coffee, settle in to your favorite reading chair and block out an hour or two to 

read it in peace. Personally, I far prefer reading something on paper than on a computer screen, 

especially when it is of such high quality. The subscription is not cheap, but then again, neither is 

a bottle of Springbank 15. The publication gets the highest praise I can give a periodical. Instead 

of being deposited in the trash when I’m done with it, it goes onto the bookshelf along with my 

collection of golf books. You can check out the summary contents of each issue on their website. 

We ask one favor when discussing the new publication, however, please don’t call it a magazine. 

It’s a journal!        

                                                     

 

                                                    -- John Sabino 


